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can't even know what sites are blocked.26 ° It is a company that produced
the blocking software that is making those decisions, and let me tell you
the employees of the blocking software companies don't have degrees in
library science and they also don't have law degrees.261
MS. STROSSEN: This is actually a perfect segue to the next panel.
Without further ado, I would like to thank our panelists for the spirited
exchange.

Panel II: Indirect/Industry Regulation Of The
Internet
MS. STROSSEN: Our first speaker on the second panel is Joan Bertin,
executive director of the National Coalition Against Censorship, making
her second annual appearance at a Journal of Human Rights Symposium.
Welcome back, Joan.

Joan Bertin
MS. BERTIN: 262 I always feel obliged, when I talk about this subject, to
start by saying that I am the parent of two kids ages 12 and 15. I am as
"family friendly" as the next person, but that does not mean that I embrace
censorship or parental control over everything they see. In my own private
life, I choose to protect my children from the world's dangers by helping
them understand what those dangers are, how to recognize them, and how
260Amy Harmon, To Screen or Not to Screen: Libraries Confront Internet
Access, N.Y. TIMEs, June 23, 1997, at D1.
261Id.

262Joan Bertin is currently the Executive Director of the National Coalition Against
Censorship in New York City. She is also a Clinical Professor of Public Health at Columbia
University.
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to protect themselves. Also, in the scheme of things that are unfriendly to
children, harm to kids on the Internet is pretty far down on my list, and I
think this is important to recognize as a contextual matter. Even though
there is a lot of stuff on the Internet I don't particularly want to see and
wouldn't particularly want to let my children to see, it does not rank with
disease, war, malnutrition, bad education, bad health care, parental neglect
and all of the other things many children face. Thus, I think we have to
recognize that a lot of time and energy is directed to the Internet, when in
point of fact the risks children face worldwide are much more
important.263 I wish more attention would be directed towards improving
children's education and putting money into that, as opposed to figuring
out how to keep kids from accessing particular sites and imagining what
will happen if they happen to trip over those Web sites.
I wanted to say something else in terms of context here.
Yesterday's paper carried an item you may have seen.26 4 It's about some
kids who were arrested in Miami for publishing an underground
newspaper. 265 The New York Times quoted the executive superintendent
of Miami schools, 266 saying, "Free speech does not give anyone the right

to use a word that would inflame. 267 Last week, Ken Starr was quoted
in the newspaper as saying the First Amendment only protects people who
tell the truth.268 I will just leave you with just those two examples. We
have a very serious misapprehension, by public officials and private
individuals alike, as to what the right of free speech is all about, and the
263 See Excerpts From the UnitedNationsDeclarationon Children, N.Y. TIMES,
Oct. 1, 1990, at A12 (summarizing the U.N.'s goals for protecting children's rights throughout
the world, including reducing infant mortality rates and malnutrition, increasing access to basic
education, reducing the incidence of childhood diseases, and promoting universal access to safe
drinking water).
264
See Near Miami, Arrests Test Free Speechfor Students, N.Y. TIMEs, Mar. 4,

1998, at B9. 265

Id.(stating that nine Miami teenagers had been jailed and faced expulsion from
school because they distributed "a pamphlet entitled 'First Amendment' with racial comments,
obscene cartoons and a cover drawing of the black principal shot through the head with a dart").
266
Id. (quoting Henry Fraind, the deputy superintendent of Miami-Dade schools).
267
Id.
268See Lanny J. Davis, Echoes of 1798, N.Y. TIMEs, Mar. 3, 1998, at A19
(commenting on Kenneth Starr's defense for his subpoena of Sidney Blumenthal, a White
House aide, for possible obstruction ofjustice).
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discussion on the Internet is only one piece of that.
The purpose of this part of our panel is to talk about so-called
private solutions to the problem of smut on the Internet and risks on the
Internet.269 We are obviously talking about rating systems and filters that

are produced by private companies for a commercial market.27° Sounds
like a good idea. Let me give you a quote from Ira Magaziner, 271 the
White House Internet spokesman, from 1997,272 which casts more light on
the situation: "Ifyou fail in [industry] self-regulation, we will have to go
to the legislature., 273 So point number one is that it isn't altogether clear
how voluntary some of these private initiatives are, or whether they are
undertaken to head off the threat of government intervention.274 Last year
John McCain, the senator from Arizona, jumped all over NBC for refusing
to adopt a "voluntary" rating system for television. 275 So, as we have seen,
the notion of voluntariness here is a little bit misleading.276 Plainly, the
269James V. Dobeus, Rating Internet Content and the Specter of Government
Regulation, 16 J. MARSHALL J. COMPUTER & INFO. L. 625,632 (1998) (stating that parents are
demanding tools to limit their children's access to certain materials on the Internet, in addition
to attempts by Internet Service Providers to institute rating systems to limit children's access to
potentially harmful Internet materials); see also Rajiv Chandrasekaran, A Game of Hide Vs.
Seek; There's No ConsensusAbout Systems for RatingInternet Sites, WASH. POST, Dec. 3,
1997, at BI I (discussing the different software products available that restrict access to adult
oriented materials).
270See Jeri Clausing, Clinton'sEnvoy to the Internet Will Resign by Year's End,
N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 9, 1998, at C2.
271See id.
(referring to Magaziner as President Clinton's envoy to the Internet who
has led efforts to foster the growth of the Internet and electronic commerce).
272See id. (stating that Magaziner led efforts "to shape domestic and international
policy for electronic commerce and the Internet").
273See Reginald Oberlag, Ad Community Working Out Kinks with Kids on
Internet, SHOOT, Nov. 14, 1997, at 11 (discussing Magaziner's address to a group involved in
children's advertising); see also 'Self-Regulation'andthe Net, WASH. POST, Nov. 10, 1997, at
A20.
274See Joshua Micah Marshall, FreeSpeech Gets Tangled in Web, SACRAMENTO
BEE, Dec. 28,2751997, at F1 (explaining how voluntary rating can become mandatory).
Id.(discussing Senator McCain's threat to revoke broadcasting licenses ofNBC
affiliates); see also New OrleansJudge Receives CensorshipAward, BATON ROUGE ADVOCATE,
Apr. 14, 1998, at 4B (reporting Senator McCain's receipt of a censorship award).
276See Nat Hentoff, Imposing 'Voluntary' TV Ratings, SAN DiEGo UNIONTRIBUNE, Oct. 21, 1997, at B6 (quoting NBC West Coast president Dan Ohlmeyer's response
to Senator McCain's threats); see also Marshall, supra note 274, at Fl.
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government is waiting to
jump in if industry doesn't do what some
277
legislators want them to.
There is another piece of the discussion about voluntariness that
needs mention, and that relates to the financial incentive to create a new
product and a market that will buy it. 278 So there is a question of whether
or not fears have been exaggerated in order to create a demand for all of
the new filtering or blocking software.
Having said all of that, by way of introduction, I want to spend a
few minutes talking about why I think that the notion of ratings and filters

as a way to address concerns people have about Internet is insidious.
There is really no combination of letters or numbers that can
distinguish good violence from bad violence. 279 You can't tell the
difference in a rating system between Schindler's List and the Texas
ChainsawMassacre. Nobody has devised a way to do that. So if you are
going to have a blocking mechanism for violence, you will lose both
Schindler'sList and the Texas ChainsawMassacre and a lot of history and

other stuff, too. 280 The same problem exists with sex, compounded by the
difficulties of trying to distinguish between the maturity level of a
six-year-old and a 16-year-old. You have problems with third-party rating
systems,28 ' in which subjective judgments are made, often on the basis of
277 See Rebecca Quick, Privacy: On-Line Groups Are Offering Up PrivacyPlans,
WALL ST. J., June 22, 1998, at B I (stating that government officials are pressing the computer
industry to implement
self-regulation); see also Oberlag, supra note 273, at 11.
278
Cf Chris Nemey, Java Security Snake Oil?, NETWORK WORLD, Nov. 3, 1997,
at 1 (discussing how marketing gurus are playing on public fears to create a market for software).
279Cf Jim Skeen, Libraries to Modify Net Filters; Kern Concedes to ACLU,
DAILY NEWS (Los Angeles), Jan. 29, 1998, at AV1 (stating officials had attempted to modify
software to discern "between protected and 'harmful' material" and concluded that at this time
it was impossible).
280
See id.; see also Net Nanny PresidentAddresses InternetFilteringConcerns
at Annual Technology Conferencefor JournalismEducators,BUSINESS WIRE, Apr. 23, 1998
[hereinafter Net Nanny President Address] (stating that the drawback to filtering is that "millions
of pages could potentially go unseen...").
281See Kurt D. Olender, Keep Internet Content Regulation With Users,N.J. LAW.,
July 22, 1996, at 7 (defining third party rating systems as either provided by the software
publisher or independently by a third party; software is configured by the system to only allow
access to certain types of sites; if the software publisher provides the configuration, the publisher
rates the suitability of the site).
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undisclosed criteria. 282 Under a self-rating system, 283 not everybody will
agree to rate themselves, and the ratings will be inconsistent.284 These are
but some of the technical feasibility problems associated with filters and
ratings.
Then you have the problems of chilling effect. First Amendment
advocates are always talking about the chilling effect,28 but let me try to
make it a little more concrete by reading a quote from the editor of the
online magazine Salon. 286 "Commercial sites like Salon are already under
pressure to tone down their subject matter. We are obviously not a
pornographic site, but we often publish frank discussions about adult
subjects. This was supposed to be the very promise of the Web, that
communication could be more freewheeling and less mediated by
commercial interests. If sites like ours start to get R ratings or whatever
tag some in-the-box bureaucrat chooses to slap on us, it could very well
scare off advertisers who have made an across-the-board decision not to
place ads on any sites that don't have the Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval."
Moreover, if you block pornography, you also block the critics of
pomography. 287 If you block sex, you also block sex education. 288 If you
28 See Net NannyPresidentAddresses,supra note 280 (noting that most filtering
software comes "loaded with proprietary lists of blocked sites... that are... non-viewable, noneditable or both ....

[Tihe end-user loses the ability to discern which material should be

acceptable for their own environments").
283See Chandrasekaran, supra note 269, at n.2 (defining self-rating as a system
where Web sites, using a scale of zero to four, "rate their own content for sex, violence, nudity
and language; parents then configure their browser by choosing which levels to filter").
284 See generally Wyn Hilty, Gag Order: Big Media Seek to Define Net New, OC
WEEKLY, Aug. 29, 1997, at 28 (discussing how voluntary ratings have caused in-fighting
amongst media organizations and possible conflicts between large media groups and fringe
groups arising from self rating).
285Richard A. Glenn & Otis H. Stephens, Campus Hate Speech and Equal
Protection: Competing Constitutional Values, 6 WIDENER J. PUBLIC L. 349, 358 (1997)
(asserting that certain defenders of the First Amendment, such as campus policy-makers, believe
that regulating hate speech will have a chilling effect on other types of speech protected by the
First Amendment).
286
See <http://www.salonmagazine.com>.
287
See generallyAmy Adler, What's Left?: Hate Speech, Pornography,and the
Problemfor Artistic Expression, 84 CALIF. L. REv. 1499, 1529 (1996); see also Leslie Miller,
Making the Net Saferfor Kids: Will InternetSafeguards Go FarEnough?, USA ToDAY, Dec.
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block violence, you block information about the Holocaust. 289 If you
block hate sites, you also lose information about slavery issues. 290 No one
has come up with a solution to these problems.291
The second problem that Ann Beeson mentioned earlier was that,
most producers of blocking and filtering software refuse to disclose the list
of sites that are blocked.29 2 Most claim this is proprietary information,29 3

and that even if it weren't they would refuse to disclose the list because
that would be a "road map" for kids to use in finding all the "good

stuff. 2 94 So most of them keep their criteria for blocking, and
identification of the sites that are blocked, a secret. Thus, even though
these tools are touted as enhancing parental control, they don't really give
control, because they don't enable the user to make informed decisions.

Finally, the sheer volume of material on the Internet makes it unrealistic

2, 1997, at IA (noting that "[t]ools aimed at blocking objectionable material are not foolproof;
they sometimes allow unsuitable material to get through, or can inadvertently block valuable
sites.").
288 See Dobeus, supra note 258, at 643-44 (arguing that a particular rating system
cannot evaluate content and, as a result, "content providers cannot distinguish between an
educational message regarding safe sex, for example, and hard core pornography.').
289 See Jonathan Weinberg, Comment, Rating the Net, 19 HASTINGS COMM. &
ENT. L.J. 453,462-63 (1997) (describing an author of a web site regarding the Holocaust, which
contains descriptions of violence done to camp inmates' sexual organs, as fearing a self-rating
system because it would force him to choose between unsatisfactory alternatives of either being
suitable for all ages or grouping the work together with pornographic images).
290 See, e.g., Dobeus, supra note 269, at 643 (arguing that a particular rating
system is flawed because it "cannot evaluate content for artistic, literary, political, educational,
or social value.").
291 See Djavaherian, Reno v. ACLU, 13 BERKLEY TECH. L. J.371, 385-86 (1998)
(arguing that "although ratings-based software continues to become a more effective tool for
blocking content 'harmful to minors,' problems associated with the rating process will prevent
ratings-based blocking from providing the 'global' solution to Internet content sought by the
CDA.").
292
See David Loundy, E-Law: ScreeningforLegal Pitfalls, C YBERSPACE LAW.,
Apr. 1998, at 25 (describing lists of blocked Internet sites as "carefully guarded trade secrets").
293 See id. (stating that access to lists of blocked sites would allow producers of
competing software to "free-ride" on the efforts of those who compiled the lists).
294
See id. (arguing that access to lists of blocked sites "would also provide those
so inclined with a list of all of the sites from which to obtain the material that may be considered
inappropriate for that person').
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29 5

to expect that any blocking system can keep up.
I also want to mention a last issue drawn from the example of the
music industry, which voluntarily adopted a parental warning system about
five or six years ago. 296 For those of us who watch these trends, it is not
surprising now to see legislation proposed in a number of states to make
it a crime to sell music with a parental warning to a minor.2 97 So there's
the progression from what appears to be a voluntary act, what appears to

be expansion of user choices, to government intervention to mandate
certain types of behavior. The prospect of user empowerment and choice
is very seductive, but in this case the goal is elusive. This is important for
its own sake, and also because different individuals have different values
and sensibilities -- some parents care about sex, some care about violence,
some care about commercialism and some care about the possibility that
their children will only be exposed to a sanitized media.298
Most of us agree that, in their own homes, people should be able
to do what they want in terms of filtering and blocking Internet content and
as a theoretical matter, this makes a lot of sense. However, the ability to
use technology to implement personal values in the home often leads
directly to a demand for the same thing in schools and libraries. 299 The
line between public and private decisions becomes blurred because the
295 See Sally Rutherford, Kids Surfing the Net at School: What are the Legal

Issues?, 24 RUTGERS COMPUTER TECH. L.J. 417, 428-29 (1998) ("Due to the burgeoning
volume of Internet material, blocking devices also require frequent and costly updates.").
296
See Steven E. Butler, The Recent Assault on Sexually-Explicit Music Lyrics, 12
WHTI-'rER L. REv. 367, 377 (1991) (describing the music industries voluntary self-regulation
scheme that called for a label reading "Explicit Lyrics/Parental Advisory").
297See Jim McCormick, Protecting Children from Music Lyrics: Sound
Recordings and "Harmful To Minors" Statutes, 23 GOLDEN GATE U. L. REv. 679, 689-90
(1993) (stating that it would be criminal for any recording that had an "adults only" label to be
sold to minors).
298
See Ernest J. Walker, The Communications Decency Act: A Cyber-Gag to
FirstAmendment Rights on the Internet, 75 U. DET. MERCY L. REv. 187,193 (1997) (stating
that the standard of determining how to regulate indecent speech is set forth in Miller v.
California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973), wherein indecent speech is determined by questioning whether
the average person, applying "contemporary community standards," would find that the material
appeals to the299prurient interest).
See Ann Scales, FeministLegal Method: Not So Scary, 2 U.C.L.A. WOMEN'S
L.J. 1, 14 (stating that school boards have the discretion to ban books and magazines based on
their own sense of morality).
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notion is that, if parents are entitled to control what their children see, they
should be entitled to that kind of control wherever their children are. If we

give parents the idea that their responsibility as parents means that they
should only let their kids see pretty, "wholesome" content, then we have
sacrificed the notion that both parents and teachers have a responsibility
to help children negotiate the world as it is, with all its warts.300 I am fond

of a quote from Judy Blume,

1

one of the most censored authors of the

30 2

United States,
that "children are inexperienced, but they are not
innocent."' 30 3 We don't protect their innocence by keeping them from
accessing the unpleasant aspects of life, but surely they need our guidance
in knowing how to deal with it.
I will close with a quote that seems particularly apt, even though

it is from 1671. The governor of the Colony of Virginia, Sir William
Berkeley,30 4 said, "I thank God we have not free schools nor printing; and
I hope we shall not these hundred years. For learning has brought
disobedience and heresy, and sects into the world; and printing has
divulged them and libels against the government., 30 5 Technological
change invariably affects social structures 30 6 and engenders anxiety, 30 7 but
300
See Carlin Meyer, Reclaiming Sex from the Pornographers: Cybersexual
Possibilities,83 GEO. L.J., 1969, 1991 (1995)(stating that overzealous censorship eliminates
the good as well as the bad, including valuable discussions about AIDS, safe sex, teen pregnancy,
sexually transmitted diseases, birth control, and incest, to name only a few, and children should
be exposed to such matters for their own protection).
301 See Scales, supra note 299, at n.43 (identifying Judy Blume, a well known
children's author, as the author ofone of the most frequently challenged books, FOREVER, about
a young teenage
girl who loses her virginity).
302
See id.
303
See Joan E. Bertin, Do Teenage Girl Magazines Belong on Middle School
LibraryShelves?, NEWSDAY, Mar. 1, 1998, at B7 (quoting Judy Blume as stating that "children
are inexperienced, but they are not innocent... part of our responsibility as parents is to give
them the tools [that] will enable them to make wise decisions and become responsible, caring
adults.").
304See 3 ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 586 (1996) (indicating that Sir William

Berkeley was appointed by Charles I to the govemship of the Virginia colony in 1641, was
recommissioned by Charles II, and served in that capacity until 1677).
305PRESS AND SPEECH FREEDOMS IN AMERICA, 1619-1995: A CHRONOLOGY 9
(Louis E. Ingelhart ed., 1997).
30See David E. Nye, Shaping Communication Networks: Telegraph, Telephone,
Computer, SOCIAL RESEARCH, Sept. 22, 1997, at 1067 (explaining how each culture decides
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history should reassure us about the positive aspects of change and remind
us of the dangers of overreacting or abandoning our commitment to the
principles reflected in the First Amendment. If there is any silver lining
around this particular cloud, I would say that it is at Peacefire.org, °s
which someone mentioned this morning, a teen-run site which tracks
blocking and filtering and other censorship on the Intemet.' 09 What that
site tells me is that the discussion we are having about the role of the
Internet in society and children's access to it is teaching the next
generation more about censorship than any number of speeches that I or
my generation could possibly give. Thank you.
MS. STROSSEN: The next speaker is Graham Cannon, Director of
Communications at Time, Inc. New Media.

Graham Cannon

MR. CANNON: 310 Let me give you the perspective of a major media
company that came to the Internet about four years ago and now delivers
about 23 million page views a week, which in itself tells you the Internet
how technology will be embedded in its social structure and how other forms of communication
technology are censored out of fear, such as the Gutenberg printing press); see also Mary
Leonard, Taming the Beast: The Lure of the InternetDisguises a Welter ofIssues - Privacy,
Commerce, FreeSpeech, BOSTON GLOBE, Feb. 8, 1998, at C I (discussing how past technology
has changed communications and profoundly impacted culture).
307 See Ida B. Lowe, IntegratingCD-ROM Into Your BibliographicInstruction
Program,CD-ROM PROFESSIONAL, Nov. 1990, at 16 (commenting on how many people react

to computers with "anxiety, paranoia and alienation").
308 See Bennett Haselton, Peacefire.org (visited Nov. 14, 1998) <http://
www.peacefire.org>.
309
See Rebecca Eisenberg, Net Kids Rate Their Censors; ParentsWould Be Better
Served to Guide, Not Hide, Their Children, S.F. EXAMINER, Dec. 14, 1997, at B5 (discussing
how Peacefire "Strives to protect youth access to the entire Net and combats the censorship of
youth voices").
310 Graham Cannon is currently Director of Strategy and Communications for Time
Inc. New Media. Mr. Cannon formerly served as Deputy Communications Director for United
States Ambassadors Madeleine Albright and Bill Richardson at the United Nations.
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is no longer a fad but a mass medium that millions of people use every
week as a source of information.3 '
Lets review the death of the CDA and what happened
subsequently. The White House had said to our industry, "All right, you
take care of this, you regulate it," and the industry response was, after an
initial sigh of relief, "That's fine, but it won't be easy." By midsummer,
propelled mainly by the big technology companies on the West Coast,
there was increasing pressure for content providers to self-rate our sites on
the basis of violence and sex. 3 12 Standards such as the one developed by
the Recreational Software Advisory Council would have had companies
like us assign a value of 1 through 5 for violence and sex while browser
companies would implement a technological way to make it easy for
anyone using browsers or search engines to filter out those pages.313 By
the middle of August, it seemed clear that's where we were headed, with
the argument that "it's a lot better than CDA."
But to major editorial providers, such as ourselves, The Wall
Street Journal and the New York Times,31 4 there was increasing
recognition of the dangers of self-regulation - in many ways even more
dangerous than government regulation. At least with government
311 See Peter H. Lewis, Another Survey ofInternet Users Is Out, and This One Has
StatisticalCredibility,N.Y. TIMEs, Oct. 30, 1995, at D5 (reporting Nielsen Media Research for
Commerce Net findings on number of individuals who use the Internet).
312 See Shawn Zeller, A Shaky Deal on Internet Smut, 29 NAT'L JOURNAL 2383
(Nov. 22, 1997) (stating that Microsoft Corp. and Netscape Communications Corp. vowed to
include ratings mechanisms in their software and the four major search engine firms, Excite,
Infoseek, Lycos, and Yahoo!, have announced that any Web site not self rating would be
excluded ).

313 Cf Chnstopher Davies,SpecialReport - IT in Education: Why Cyber-Censors

are Only a PartialDefense, DAILY TELEGRAPH (London), Oct. 13, 1998, at 37 (stating that the
first step towards filtering should be the browser as some have controls which allow the user to
set acceptable levels based on RASCi numbers); see also Elizabeth Shogren, White House Seeks
Internet Ratings; Technology: Officials Team with High-Tech Companies in Attempt to Allow
Screening of ObjectionableMaterial,L.A. TIMES, July 3, 1997, at A26 (stating that a parent
using a browser which recognizes a technology known as Platform for Internet Content
Selection (PICS), can instruct the browser to screen out sites based on ratings, and set passwords
that can be given to different family members which would allow different levels of access).
314 See The Wall Street Interactive Edition (visited Nov. 21, 1998)
<http://www.wsj.com>; New York Times on the Web (visited Nov. 21, 1998) <http://

www.nytimes.com>.
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regulation, there is due process.315 You can challenge it and be heard.
What we realized was that under this kind of self-regulation we were

asking editors to do something fundamentally insidious and dangerous to
the practice of journalism -- asking editors to make arbitrary ratings
judgments about the content at their sites. What impact would that have
on an editor, writer or photo journalist's conception of how their work
would be presented to readers? It was an absurdity compounded by the
realization that such an approach would constitute an incredible violation
of the trust our readers place in us to report and cover the news as we see
fit, relying on them to make the determination as to whether what we
produce is appropriate and relevant for themselves or their families.3 16

What added fuel to the fire was the notion that news organizations
should be exempt from any kind of regulation. 31 7 First we said, "That's

great," but then we realized once you start doing that, you create a whole
new dangerous standard.318 In effect, those regulating this new system
would have the power to determine what is or isn't news - something
we've always let readers decide. 319 By any standard, magazines always
considered themselves news, likewise with newspapers. The notion that
you would create a form of protected speech for news which required a
315See U.S. CONST. amend. V, §1; U.S. CONST amend. XIV, §1; see also
DeShaney v. Winnebago County Dept. of Soc. Services, 489 U.S. 189, 195 (1989) (stating that
"nothing in the language of the Due Process Clause ... requires the State to Protect ... its
citizens against the invasion by private actors ... [the Clause's] purpose was to protect the
people from the State, not... from each other" and holding that the acts of a private individual
do not violate the Due Process Clause, therefore, petitioners were not entitled to bring a claim
based on the Clause); Denise Caruso, Technology: Digital Commerce; The Problems of
Censorship Only Increase When Moved to the PrivateSector, N.Y. TIMEs, Dec. 15, 1997, at
D6 (quoting Prof. Lawrence Lessig of Harvard Law School as stating that "[t]he problem with
PICS is if Microsoft uses it, it's private action, not testable under the U.S. Constitution. You
can't go into court and complain about what they do.").
316 See Dobeus, supra note 269, at 644-45 (stating that a rating system is flawed
because although news programs are often violent and graphic, they contain serious political and
social value that both adults and children can appreciate.).
317
See id. (stating that the Internet rating system exempts news organizations from
having to rate their own web pages).
318
See id. (conceding that there is a dilemma in assigning labels to news sites).
319
See Harold W. Andersen, Another Hat-Tip to USS Nebraska, OMAHA WORLD
HERALD, May 21, 1995, at 21A (asserting that readers have decisions in matters dealing with
news).
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group of individuals to adjudicate who is in or out of that club was
something we realized was very dangerous. Is Larry Flynt a member?
How about an information site from the Kurdish Worker's Party? We
were able
to organize, and that set the stage for the Internet Online
32
summit. 0

An original conception for the event was to consummate a deal
with the White House, and announce how we should regulate. We were
supposed to come up with the technological standards that would be used
for regulation purposes.321 I won't go into the details, but suffice it to say
I think we have been quite successful in pushing back the notion that
industry should have some role in regulating itself as a quid pro quo for
keeping the government out. 322 It is pretty clear now that that won't
happen.
And at the Summit I think we were successful in creating an
environment that dealt less with the notion that we were going to self-rate
than a discussion as whether industry or third parties such as parents carry
the ultimate responsibility for making available their own guidelines or site
ratings and for the free marketplace of users and concerned parties to
establish the value and utility of that information. 323 Especially with
regard to kids, which is what precipitated much of this debate in the first
place, we ended up with a strong sense that in the end it had to be the
responsibility of the parents, and its a significant responsibility, to make
320 See Bo Emerson, Summit GathersIdeas to ProtectKids Online; Few Have
Answers: Initiativesfrom the Industry andGovernment Include a Tip Line to ReportPorn and

Predators,ATLANTA J. AND CONST., Dec. 7, 1997, at 4D (addressing the fears of parents whose
children may have stumbled into pornographic sites or have been approached by predators online
and discussing the possible solutions that would protect children from online pedophiles and
pornography).321

See David Ivanovich, Industry Vows to Make InternetSaferfor Youths; Online
ProvidersOffer New Ways to Help ParentsCensorMaterials,HOUSTON CHRONICLE, Dec. 2,

1997, at Al (describing how the summit discussed methods for parents to filter out adult
material from their terminals).
322See Majorie Heins, Censorship;Rescued by the Courts, N.Y. TIMEs, Oct. 11,
1998, § 2 at 4 (discussing the different methods used to filter out adult material from computers
that are available to parents).
323See Dan Gillmor, No Magic Formula Can Secure Cyberspace, ARIZONA
REPUBLIC, Dec. 2, 1997, at El (arguing that parents must instill values in children that will help
them make the right decisions when it comes to pornography).
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324
determinations as to what is or isn't suitable for those in their care.
The view that I believe is prevailing is that if outside organizations
or individuals wish to rate our sites, that's fine. If an organization wants
to create a page called Best News Sites, Worst News Sites, Most Sexually
Explicit Sites, Least Sexually Explicit Sites, that's fine, and a user can
freely decide whether and how to use the information as a guide for
surfing the Internet.
So, I am cautiously optimistic. The battle isn't over yet in terms
of government regulation and it certainly isn't over in terms of selfregulation as an alternative to government intervention. But as more and
more people come on line and as we have seen our own audience swell
and grow, we find most Americans are as opposed to censorship now as
they have been in the last 200 years. The notion that some third party is
empowered to determine a priori what information people are able to
access is as much an anathema now as its always been.
As the online audience more and more becomes a reflection of the
mainstream marketplace, users understand the conundrum. As a
comparison, part of the price for enjoying New York's vast culture and
sensibility is that it comes with a potentially dangerous underbelly - the
alternative is Disneyland. Families coming online are themselves realizing
there are no easy answers, there is no easy program you can plug in that
will take care of this issue for you. If you want to use the Internet, then
you probably need to take a little bit of time to discover what it is, what
you find is appropriate for your kids, depending upon their age, depending
upon what your personal set of values are.
Let me conclude with an example. This is a magazine I picked up
a couple of days ago. It is a somewhat a middle American magazine for
families that enjoy astronomy. It reviews some of the online filtering
software with the intent of recommending to parents that this is something
useful, something good, and the Internet is a great place to take your kids.
Well, the concluding comment of the reviewer is this: "(If you use a filter)
you run the risk of having your page inaccessible to everyone" without

324See

Elaine M. Spiliopoulos, The Communications Decency Act of 1996, 7

DEPAuL-LCA J. ART & ENT. L. 336, 364 (1997) (arguing that the most effective way of
preventing children from viewing sexually explicit materials is "by placing the burden on
concerned parents to monitor their own computer").
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your users even understanding that information has been restricted.325
Those seeking to access astronomy sites would find blocked all locations
that used the term "naked eye.", 326 The reviewer, someone whose career
is presumably based on talking freely about celestial objects, humorously
concluded "what are we supposed to do with Uranus?" People are using
the Internet for ways you and I can't even imagine. But if you want
industry-run regulation or you want to rely on someone else's filtering
standards, there is a substantial price to be paid, and that's the decision
we're all trying to make. Thank you.
MS. STROSSEN: Thank you very much. Our next speaker is Joe
Diamond, Executive Director of Parole Watch.

Joe Diamond

MR. DIAMOND: Good morning. First, I want to thank Nadine, New
York Law School and the Journal for allowing me to participate today. I
approach discussion this from a unique angle. I am an Internet activist,
but not in the traditional way of tracking censorship, or laws dealing with
censorship. I am involved with a crime advocacy organization called Take
Back New York,327 and about a year ago we started a Web site called

325 See

Weinberg, supra note 289, at 478 (stating that if filtering criteria is

transmitted to search engines, "then users running Internet searches will not even know which
sites otherwise
meeting their criteria were censored by the blocking software").
326
See, e.g., Ernest J. Walker, The CommunicationsDecency Act: A Cyber-Gag
to FirstAmendment Rights on the Internet, 75 U. DET. MERCY L. REv. 187, 194 (1997)
(arguing that "[fliltering software sometimes restricts access to valuable information because this
software identifies and often times blocks information based on the presence of a single word
used in the text").
327
See Parolewatch, N.Y. to List Paroleeson the Internet(visited Nov. 21, 1998)
<http://www.parolewatch.org/APstoryin USAToday.htm> (describing Take Back New
York as a city based "crime victim's advocacy group that posts inmate's names and parole
eligibility dates on the Internet, which it gets from the state Department of Correctional Services
at no cost").
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Parole Watch,328 the first of its kind in the nation. What we do is put up
notices on the Net about violent felons currently in prison and coming up
for parole. We give you, the public, the chance to write letters, sign a
petition or send e-mail to the parole board expressing your views about a
particular person getting out early. Right now we are based in New York
and working with the state Department of Correctional Services, which
3 29
gives us a listing of all 37,000-plus violent felons in state facilities.
Over the next few years we will expand to all 50 states, so that by the end
of the decade we will have the single largest publicly accessible
clearinghouse for information on violent criminals probably ever
assembled, with the exception of the FBI. 330
I believe very strongly that the Internet is the most powerful mass
medium that we have ever seen; the Supreme Court even said that in their
decision on the CDA. The irony is that it is still in its infancy. We have
been talking about these issues, but for most people beyond this room, for
most people out in America, the Internet is really sort of a buzzword, it is
something they hear about in other media. They hear about it on the six
o'clock news or read about it in a magazine, but it is not yet actively a part
of their lives. That is going to change and it's going to change fast. That's
why we have been discussing this topic, because everybody knows that
this thing is big. The analogy I use is that up until now, television has been
the most powerful medium for transforming culture, shaping public
opinion and affecting public policy. 33 1 What the Internet will become,
especially as it converges with television -- the Internet will be to television
what the atom bomb is to a stick of dynamite. We cannot foresee the
effects this will have in creating new ways to socialize with people.
It is vital that society keeps control of the Internet and not the
state. It is something too powerful; if ever put in the hands of the state, it
328See <http://www.parolewatch.org>.
329 See Parolewatch, supra note 328.
330See Parolewatch, supra note 328. "By decades end, Parolewatch will maintain
the largest public archive on violent criminals in existence, with a database on inmates in all 50
states." Parolewatch, supra note 328.
331 See generally Steven D. Stark, Perry Mason Meets Sonny Crockett: The
History ofLawyers and the Police as Television Heroes, 42 U. MLAms
L. REv. 229,233 (1987)
(commenting that images on television reflect and determine public opinion about the law).
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could easily become authoritarian.33 2 It is not likely that the Internet can

be controlled to that level, but as the ACLU has pointed out, there are very
great dangers with letting the state have too much say over a medium of
this type. At the same time, I think that this trend we are experiencing on
the community level, this filtering software, is very important. It is here
to stay, and we, in the private sector, public sector, or in advocacy groups,
need to encourage it and improve it.
I got interested in filtering software after reading a report by the
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, who have a spokesman
here, that made some very good points. The thing that most caught my
eye was that these blocking software packages don't tell you what criteria
they are using,333 so ifa parent buys it, they don't know if a site that has
the word sunflowers, for instance, is being blocked out because that is
something that is programmed into the code. GLAAD used a very
interesting example; they said there was a site that listed gay square dances
coming up for the month, but nobody could get access to it because the
word "gay" was in the site. Subsequently, I found out that my site,
because we have the word "sex offender," is also blocked by a lot of these
software packages. Thinking through the implications of it opened up a
whole new world for me. Still, I think it is very important that the filtering
software technology keeps developing and improves.
There are three points to be made on community oversight of the
Internet. The less government oversees the Internet, the more community
involvement is necessary, especially from parents; that's mainly going to
come with the use of filtering and blocking software.3 34 The second point

is the software industry -- particularly the ones with the giant research and
332See

generally Donald J. Karl, State Regulation of Anonymous Internet Use

After ACLU ofGeorgia v. Miller, 40 ARIz ST. L.J. 513, 540 (1998) (arguing that the states
should not be allowed to regulate the Internet under the Commerce Clause because it would
subject individuals to conflicting legislation and would "paralyze development of the Internet
altogether").
333 See Stephen R. Shapiro, Internet Watchdogs, N.Y. TiMEs, Oct. 21, 1998, at
A24 (stating that software vendors "typically refuse to divulge the blocking criteria they use").
334 See Amy Harmon, The Supreme Court: The Internet;for Parents,a New and

Vexing Burden, N.Y. TIMEs, June 27, 1997, at A21 (discussing how, because the Supreme
Court has declared the CDA unconstitutional, parents must "use a combination of supervision
and filter programs to monitor their children's wanderings on the Web").
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development budgets like Microsoft and Alta Vista Digital Equipment
Corporation, which are very advanced as far as this type of stuff is
concerned -- should be striving to do two things. First, creating filtering
software that gives maximum flexibility to the consumer, again, mainly
parents so they can pick and choose according to their own values what
they want their kids to see or not see.
I will give you an example. Getting away from the issue of sex for
a second, there are many white supremacy sites out there, and there are
black supremacy sites too. 335 There are sites that deny the Holocaust ever
happened.336 It is possible for someone to create a Web page saying, I am
a professor from Harvard, I have a Ph.D. in history, and I can prove there
never was an Auschwitz; concentration camps never existed. If a child
nine, 10, 11 years old stumbles on that, it has as much validity as an article
in Time Magazine because there is no way to know how reliable or
unreliable that source is. I think parents should have the option of
blocking out the sites that are clearly propagandistic and are going to run
counter to what the parents want to teach their children.
The other attribute the software has to have is maximum accuracy,
so if parents want to block out a sex site they are not throwing the baby out
That is the big problem that GLAAD pointed out in
with the bath33 water.
7
report.
their
The third thing, when talking about maximum accuracy, is that it
can't be confused with perfect accuracy. As long as the software, as long
as this technology is in its infancy, my Parole Watch site will continue to
be blocked -- and by the way I have to give you that URL, it is
www.parolewatch.org. The board of directors said they would make my
life very miserable if I came here and did not plug it once. While we can't
sacrifice optimal accuracy for perfect accuracy, there is always going to be
the danger that the site on sex offenders or sex education is going to be
335See Hatewatch, Combating and ContainingHate on the Internet (visited Nov.

16 1998) <http://www.hatewatch.org> (describing a website devoted to monitoring hate groups,
including black supremacy and white supremacy groups).
336See id (Hatewatch also lists sites denying the existence of the Holocaust).
337
See Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Access Denied: The Impact
of Internet FilteringSoftware on the Lesbian and Gay Community (visited Nov. 16, 1998)
<http:// www.glaad.org/glaad/access_denied> (citing flaws in filtering software because the
software blocks access to cites about sexual orientation and identity).
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blocked out when somebody tries to block out pornographic sites. 338 This
is something we will have to deal with in the initial period until the
technology gets better.
I think everyone agrees that parents should have a lot of influence
over what their kids do in their own home. The thornier issue comes when
you have Internet access out in the public, in school or libraries. 339 That
issue has been raised numerous times today. Actually, as some of the
other speakers were talking, I think I came up with a solution. it is not a
perfect solution, but it is an intriguing idea and somebody will explain to
me legally why it cannot be done in a few minutes. I propose we develop
a system under which, as the filtering technology develops, parents will be
able to take their minor child's library cards, and by using their home
computer, or if you don't have a home computer, parents can go in the
library, and select which sites their children will have access to. This really
requires parent participation, there is no way to get around that, and if
parents abdicate this responsibility, everything else we have talked about
here doesn't mean much either, because the kids will grow up in a chaotic,
haphazard fashion and everything else is moot. What will happen is that
parents can program their cards so they can decide what they want their
kid to be exposed to. A minor, or someone under a certain age, when he
goes to the library, will insert his card in the terminal and the computer
will automatically process what sites he can or cannot have access to. We
must remember, however, that this really requires parent participation,
there is no way to get around that. If parents abdicate this responsibility,
everything else we have talked about here doesn't mean much either,
because the kids will grow up in a chaotic, haphazard fashion and
everything else is moot. I think this is an intriguing solution that needs to
be pursued. If anybody hears from Microsoft or some of the other
companies, they can talk to me about this.
The other point I want to address is in regard to the comments that
Joan Bertin made about how you don't want to restrict what kids see too
338See Filteringthe Internet, N.Y. TIMEs, Mar. 16, 1998, at A24 (discussing how

"filters often 339
miss some of the smut and block material that is not pornographic).
See Amy Harmon, To Screen or Not to Screen: LibrariesConfrontInternet
Access, N.Y. TiMEs, June 23, 1997, at DI (discussing the problems of Internet access in libraries
and what filters can and cannot do).
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strictly, too excessively, because the world is a big place, it is not a perfect
Leave It To Beaver setting, there is a lot more out there. What I thought,
in response, is the world is what you make it. Parents who have kids,
which I don't, so I am speaking hypothetically, but I plan to one day, but
parents are going to have to get more involved with their kids' upbringing
precisely because of the Internet.
What the Internet does is bring the whole world in. TV has gate
keepers.340 You all know that a lot of TV is schlock, it is crap, but you
still have programming executives who say, no, we are not going to put on
the neo-Nazi, we are not giving the neo-Nazis the sitcom, we are not
giving Leonard Jeffries a weekly show about race relations. You have lots
of people making semi-responsible decisions. Parents are going to have
to take a bigger role in what their kids are exposed to in the world at
large.3 41 There is an old Greek myth that said if a human being were to
see Zeus in all of his glory with all his light shining, they would die
instantly because no human could take in all of that power and majesty.
The same thing holds true with the Internet: somebody has to take
responsibility for it. If it is not the government, then it has to be us in the
community. Thank you.
MS. STROSSEN: Thank you very much. Our next speaker is Jason
Heffner, Deputy Director of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation. You might want to give your Web site address also.

34 See Paul R. Niehaus, Cyberlibel: Workable Liability Standards?,U. Cm.
LEGAL F. 617 (1996) (noting that transmissions in cyberspace as not as "carefully considered"
and "polished" as television because of the lack of network executives).
34 See Kimberly A. Gobla, The Infeasibility ofFederalInternet Regulation: The
Online ParentalControlAct of 1996 - A Reaction to the CommunicationsDecency Act of
1996, 102 DICK. L. REv. 93, 129 (1997) (arguing that parents must take control of their
children regarding their exposure to information on the Internet).
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Jason Heffner
MR. HEFFNER:3 42 Our Web site is simply www.glaad.org. The report
already referenced is available on our Web site as well.343 For over a
decade, GLAAD has been promoting fair, accurate and inclusive
representations based on sexual orientation and identity in all forms of
media.344 As the Internet has become a mainstream reality, GLAAD has
34 5
been a leader in ensuring equal access to it for gay men and lesbians.
In 1995, GLAAD became aware of a new technology that affected
gay and lesbian presence on the Internet. Filtering software was being
developed to help parents filter the Internet for indecent materials.
Through keyword blocking, the use of descriptors to block sites,346 and
outright censoring, 347 we found gay and lesbian sites were being filtered
off the Internet.348 Surfwatch Software had just released a software
program called Surfwatch that, and I quote from their publication, "helps
you deal with the flood of sexually explicit material on the Internet. By
helping you to be responsible for blocking what is being received at an
individual computer, children and others using your computer have less
chance of accidentally or deliberately being exposed to unwanted
342
Mr. Heffner joined the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation in 1995
and currently serves as the organizations deputy director. He holds a B.A. in Communications
and Dance from Temple University and an M.A. in Education Studies from Smith College.
343
See Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, GLAAD Online (visited
Nov. 23, 1998) <http://www.glaad.org>.
344
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, About GLAAD (visited Dec. 28,
1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/about.html>.
345
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, A BriefIntroductionTo GLAAD
(visited Dec. 28, 1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/history.html> (highlighting efforts of
GLAAD to assure
equal access for gays and lesbians).
3
46 See Glenn Kubota, PublicSchool Usage oflnternetFilteringSoftware: Book
BanningReincarnated?, 17 Loy. L.A. ENT. L.J. 687, 696 (1997) (noting that many filtering
software products block sites based on certain keywords).
347
Id.at 696 (describing an automatic censoring system that continuously monitors
student Internet activity).
348
See Jonathan Weinberg, Rating the Net, 19 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 453,
461 (1997) (noting that, despite the lack of sexual references, gay and lesbian issues are
commonly banned).
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3 49

materials.,,
In November 1995, GLAAD criticized the Massachusetts-based
Microsystems Software, Inc. 350 for its software CyberPatrol,35 ' which was
also blocking gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender resources.352 Some
of the sites being blocked included: the San Jose gay and lesbian
newspaper OutNOW!,353 gay and lesbian community sites around the
country, and resource guides for gay students and employee groups.
GLAAD promptly encouraged its members to write Microsoft -Microsystems -- and I have that company name in my head more than I
would like to admit -- Microsystems Software with concerns that
important resources were being blocked.354 Almost immediately, Richard
Gorgens, Microsystems' chief executive officer, contacted us to discuss
CyberPatrol and how it affects our community. 355 He explained that their
Internet researchers were made up of educators and parents who chose
sites blocked following a criteria of 12 well-defined sections,'1 6 based on
their opinion. He assured us the gay and lesbian sites would not be
349 See generally Surfwatch Software, Surfwatch for Windows 95 andMacintosh
(visited Nov. 21, 1998) <www.surfwatch.com/datasheets/macwin95> (describing the benefits
of the Surfwatch filtering package).
3-5See Microsystems Software, Inc., Welcome to Microsystems Software, Inc.
(visited Nov. 2, 1998) <http://www.microsys.com> (stating that Microsystems Software, the
producers of Cyberpatrol, is a subsidiary of The Learning Company).
351 See The Learning Company, Cyberpatrol (visited Nov. 21, 1998) <http://
www.cyberpatrol.com>.
352See Michael Krantz, Censor's Sensibility: Are Web Filters Valuable
Watchdogs or Just New Online Thought Police?, TIME, Aug. 11, 1997, at 49 (noting that
Cyberpatrol blocks
the Queer Resources Directory).
353
See <http://www.outnow.com/index.html>.
354See Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Web Site Block Reconsidered
(visited Nov. 21, 1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/dispatch/9512/microsystems.hmtl>
(encouraging people to thank Microsystems, Inc. because it reconsidered blocking gay and
lesbian web sites and provided its web and email addresses).
355 See Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Software Manufacturer
Reconsiders Block of Gay and Lesbian Web Sites (visited Nov. 21, 1998)
<http://www.glaad.org/ glaad/dispatch/9512/microsystems.hmtl> (explaining how Richard
Gorgens, the Chief Executive Officer of Microsystems, Inc., informed the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation of the criteria of its Cyberpatrol blocking software).
3
56 See id. (explaining how Microsystems, Inc.'s Internet researchers are parents
and teachers who follow 12 well defined sections to choose which web sites to block).
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considered part of that criteria.
With the ACLU v. Reno 357 decision, many of us in the gay and
lesbian community had heaved a sigh of relief, thinking that the vibrant
community we had formed on the Internet was safe from the interference
from misguided efforts to enforce decency on the Web. Unfortunately, the
advent of rating systems and Internet filtering software, which is being
used more frequently to block sites deemed by either the manufacturer or
a third party as inappropriate, mean cyberspace is poised on the edge of
doing to gay men and lesbians what the CDA was prevented from doing
- rendering us invisible. Internet filtering software does exactly that. It
filters material on the Internet, whether it is Web sites, chat rooms or
mailing lists, either through the use of keywords such as "gay" or through
URL addresses, such as www.gaynews.com.
The majority of software on the market, as well as the new
products in development, places informational sites serving the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender community in the same category as
sexually explicit sites. 358 For example, as referenced earlier, a site which
lists the contact information for groups of lesbians and gay men interested
in square dancing is blocked by many of the filtering software makers,
who are either unable or unwilling to consider that information about
sexual orientation and identity has nothing to do with sexual behavior and
everything to do with culture and identity. 359 Among those most
threatened by this software are gay, lesbian and bisexual and
transgendered youth. 360 The resources available on the Internet - again,
the Web sites, the chat rooms and educational resources - are literally
357117 S. Ct. 2329 (1997).
358 See

Joshua Quittner, Web Censorware Software FiltersDon't Work, But a

Growing Number of Websites Offer Family-FriendlySurfing, TIME, July 13, 1998, at 84
(noting that filters tend to block things they should not block, including virtually anything having
to do with homosexuality).
359

See Laura R. Vanderkam, InternetFilterBlocks Anti-Gay Web Sites - American

Family Association on Hit List, WASH. TIMEs, Aug. 5, 1998, at A2 (noting that a homosexual
Web site was blocked which had no sexual content and therefore removed a valuable resource
for homosexual youth).
360See Electronic Privacy Information Center, Parentingin a FreeInternet World

(visited Nov. 9, 1998) <http://www.epic.org/free_speech/censorware/filters.html> (stating that
"[t]he information provided by the Internet to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender youth is
nothing less than life-saving in some cases").
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lifesaving to these young people, 36 ' many of whom live in isolation, both
geographically and emotionally.
Also left out of the big picture are the children of gay and lesbian
parents, who are estimated at between six and twelve million in the United
States.362 These young people would be prevented from accessing sites
specific to their needs such as the site managed by COLAGE, Children of
Lesbians and Gays Everywhere.363 This site is blocked by a majority of
filtering agents already used by unsuspecting parents who may not know
these sites are considered inappropriate. GLAAD supports the need for
children to have age appropriate images, and the need for organizations to
provide sites with such images without interference from governmental
regulation cannot be overstated. GLAAD believes that, as the debate
around the filtering and ratings systems software continues, the most
important and effective way to combat invisibility on the Web is by being
an educated consumer.364 Know the software, what the software blocks,
advocate for fair and accurate software and ratings systems and work to
make the cybercommunity safe and friendly for everyone. The gay and
lesbian population at large might be unknowingly blocked either at
home, 365 or more insidiously, at libraries, 366 where some are insisting that

36!

See id. (asserting that "[wihen it comes to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and

transgender youth, information literally saves lives").
362 See Electronic Privacy Information Center, Parental Rights and
Responsibilities (visited Nov. 9, 1998) <http://www.epic.org/freespeech/censorware/
filters.html> (stating that "parents are not a monolithic entity; an estimated six to thirteen million
American children have a gay or lesbian parent.").
363
See id. (stating that the COLAGE site is blocked because it contains the words
"gay" and "lesbian'.
364See Elizabeth Wasserman, On-Line Smut FiltersAre Not Infallible, REcORD
(Bergen Country), Jan. 5, 1998, at H9 (discussing the various Internet filters available to
parents).
365
See Kurt Kleiner, But Who Guards the Guards?, NEW SCIENTIST, Mar. 29,
1997, at 50 (discussing challenges made by young people regarding software filtering systems).
6 See Emily Whitfield & Ann Beeson, Censorship In a Box: Blocking Software
is Wrong For Libraries,7 CABLE TV & NEW MEDIA L. & FIN. 1 (1998); see also Don
Romesburg, Gay Sites Netted In Cyber Patrol Sting (visited Nov. 2, 1998)
<http://gaytoday.badpuppy.com/ garchive/tech/1 22297te.htm> (discussing problems with
regulating libraries).
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filtering software be installed.367
Additionally, rating systems may enforce invisibility as they
become more widely used. Sites that refuse to rate themselves may be
blocked from popular Web browsers such as Netscape or Explorer, or by
the filtering software of companies afraid of lawsuits and backlash. These
sites would then cease to exist in the eyes of the users whose software only
allowed rated sites. As we have witnessed in the television ratings
controversy, 368' the public's lack of knowledge of new technologies,
combined with confusing and manipulative political rhetoric, 369 have dire
implications for advocates of fair, accurate and inclusive representations
of gay men and lesbians, bisexual and transgendered people in the
multimedia world.
The national debate concerning the use of Internet filtering
software has led GLAAD to advocate for the unrestricted access of vital
information to gay, lesbian, bisexual and trangendered youth, as well as
lend an important voice to the coalition of organizations 370 and industry
leaders17 1 concerned about preventing censorship and promoting free
expression. The~political implications of this controversy are sensitive,
yes. As we saw with the TV ratings controversy, the underlying goal of

367 See Whitfield & Beeson, supra note 368 (discussing the "Internet School
Filtering Act," which requires that libraries install blocking software to qualify for certain federal
funding).
368 See generally Jane Hall, Calm After the Storm the New Television Content
Ratings System was Bred of Controversy,But Now That It's in Place, Viewers Seem to Be
Voicing Few Complaints,L.A. TIMES, Nov. 20, 1997, at F50 (discussing the debate over the
television ratings system and the subsequent lack of complaints).
369 See generallyMichael Stroh, Sharewave Cracks 'Hot 100', SACRAMENTO BEE,
Apr. 29, 1998, at C2 (providing an Internet site to help voters wade through confusing political
rhetoric).
370See Emie Glam, Hate.Con, VILLAGE VOICE, July 1, 1997, at 33 (quoting

ACLU senior staff counsel who supports free speech and opposes censorship in general and on
the Internet).
371
See Nadine Strossen, Regulating Cyberspace: What Are the Concernsof the
BusinessCommunity andCivil Libertarians,in VITAL SPEECHES 153 (Editor 1997) (noting that
the ACLU was working with private sector organizations in opposing the Communications
Decency Act since government restriction of the Internet would have a devastating impact on
all business in this country).
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3 72
ratings and V-chip advocates only became clear at the end of the battle.
The fight was not about children's rights or quality of content of television
programming,373 but the imposition of a political ideology to change the
content of television programming to suit their views.374 The confusing
system that was created for rating television programming served only as
the first tentative step toward censoring content.3 75 As Senator Joseph
Lieberman376 said in a statement following the ratings decision, the issue
is not about, and I quote, "rating the garbage," end of quote, but how to,
and I quote, "get rid of the garbage," end of quote. He went on to say that,
quote, "We will continue to protect our right to legislate where and when

the quality of television programming requires it."'377 Much of this rhetoric

is used in discussing content on the Internet as well. 378 The major
difference, however, between television rating and Internet filtering
software is that the technology for filtering Internet content is easily
available and already in use by millions of people. There is the added
challenge that many users are unaware of the profound and value-laden
differences between Interet software products. GLAAD's task is to make
the public aware of filtering software differences and explain how they
372
See Howard Rosenberg, Why Has What You Watch Become Their Business,
L.A. Tnvms,June 20, 1997, at F1 (alleging that in the TV ratings debate, some Congressional
members' goal was to address the nation's alleged moral decay). 373See Id, (describing Senator Joseph Lieberman as determined to stick the
government's nose into content on television).
37
4

375

Id.

See Diane Holloway, Changeson Wayfor Age-Based Ratings System/Parents

to Get More Specific InformationAbout TV Shows, AUSTIN AM.-STATESMAN, June 17, 1997,

at Al (suggesting that legislation involving television content is considered censorship in many
circles and that if Congress legally forced the television industry to use a ratings system, charges
of censorship and resulting litigation would ensue).
376See Keith Marder, CSUN Hosting Debate Over TV Content Ratings, L.A.
DAImy NEWS, Feb. 26, 1997, at L6 (describing Senator Joseph Lieberman as a Democrat from
Connecticut who has spoken out against the new ratings system).
377
See TV RatingSystem, Feb. 27, 1997: Hearingson the New Television Ratings
System Before the Senate Commerce Committee, available in 1997 WL 8219362 (discussing
the written testimony of Senator Lieberman expressing that the his goal was to provide families
with a helping hand in shielding their children from what amounts to a hailstorm of potentially
harmful messages and images).
378
See id. (stating that "much of th[is] rhetoric [is] used in discussing content on
the Internet as well").
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impact on all children and youth, particularly those who are gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender or questioning. 379 GLAAD is not advocating the

diminishment of parental authority nor are we asking for any kind of
special treatment with regard to content. We are merely urging discussion
around the implications of filtering software for gay or lesbian youth in
households where denied access to possibly life-saving information and
support services would be catastrophic.
Our other challenge is working with the computer and technology
industry to develop this software in a cooperative fashion to clarify the
complex issues that lie behind the filtering of content that relates to our
community. The computer industry must be persuaded that the wholesale
filtering of content solely because it is about, directed at, or contains
information for the gay and lesbian community does not de facto
categorize it as sexual and therefore require screening.380 Software that
would conduct a blanket shutdown of Web sites and newsgroups
containing the word "gay" could easily filter such sites of nonsexually
explicit material. 38' For example, this would shut down our Web site.
GLAAD has therefore put together several recommendations for the
industry, and I will briefly list them here and not offer the detail that we
have in our report. Recommendation number 1: Uphold a single
universal standard regarding gay and nongay materials. We recommend
the same criteria on gay and lesbian Web sites and newsgroups as non-gay
sites. Just as a company would not and should not support a filter that
blocks sites that celebrate racial diversity or gender equality, the same
consideration should be given to issues of sexual orientation.
Recommendation number 2: Use URL-based blocking, not keyword
blocking. A Web site or a newsgroup should be blocked because of
content not because of words used in those areas. For example, a blanket
379 See Electronic Privacy Information Center, InternetFilteringSoftware: The
PoliticalImplications (visited Nov. 10, 1998) <http://www.epic.org/freespeech/censorware/
filter.html> (clarifying that "[tihe major difference... between the television ratings.., and
Internet filtering software is that the technology for filtering Internet content is easily available
and already in use by millions of users").
8o See id.

381See id. (explaining that "[s]oftware that would conduct a blanket shutdown of
Web sites and newsgroups containing the word 'gay' could easily filter out sites with no sexually
explicit material.").
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keyword blocking of the word "sex" could also block out innocuous sites
containing the phrases "same-sex" or "sexual orientation." In the early
stages, in the early editions and versions of the software, it was actually
common, at least for a minute, that such sites as the Sussex County
Department of Public Health Web site in New Jersey were blocked. You
all heard the story about how crude the software was in the early stages.
Recommendation number 3: Consider alternatives to audit trail features.
An audit trail is simply technology that lets the controller of the software
go in and find out what sites the previous user had gone to. This is
particularly astonishing and alarming to the gay and lesbian community.
The best thing that can be said about audit trails is that it can open up
conversation in a family, which is much healthier, of course, than
censorship. But a gay or lesbian youth that is outed before he or she is
ready to find him or herself will find a very difficult environment in the
home if he or she is dealing with homophobic parents.3" 2 While GLAAD
realizes that auditing features are often intrinsic to the nature of the
software developed, alternatives should be found. When at all possible,
auditing trails should not be part of the software.383 Recommendation
number 4: Utilize inclusive advisory boards. GLAAD recommends the
creation of advisory boards made up of people with different experiences
and expertise to review the sites to be blocked in upcoming versions of
software.38 4 This allows for fair discussion on Web sites that might be
blocked. In fact, both Surfwatch and CyberPatrol have had great success
with arranging for gay and lesbian people to be on their teams.385
Recommendation number 5: Adopt fair and equal access clauses.
GLAAD recommends that the World Wide Web Consortium and other
organizations and companies adopt a clause encouraging raters to be fair
382See Ann T. Edwards, Let's Stop Ignoring Our Gay and Lesbian Youth,
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, Apr. 1, 1997, at 68 (discussing what parents and teachers can do
to help homosexual
children accept their sexuality and feel less isolated).
383
See Electronic Information Privacy Center, The Internet and Gay andLesbian
Parents(visited Nov. 17, 1998) <http://www.epic.org/free speech/censorware/filters.html>.
384
See Electronic Privacy Information Center, The Internet and Gay andLesbian
Parents (visited Nov. 17, 1998) <www.epic.org/free speech/censorware/filters.html>
(discussing the need for blocking software programs, but to find a different way).
385 See id. (illustrating two filtering systems that have used gay and lesbian
members on their advisory board).
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when reviewing Web sites.386 And finally, our final recommendation is to
participate in GLAAD's proposed FAIRsite program. FAIRsite 387 is our
proposed ratings system that GLAAD has developed as a guideline to
Internet filtering software for manufacturers, rating providers, rating
boards, individuals, judges, schools and parents. This rating system is
offered as a pragmatic response to the fact that filtering software exists
now and is not likely to be legislated away. GLAAD shares the
ambivalence of much of the online world with regard to filtering.
However, just as legislation could not halt the free flow of encryption
software technology, 38 8 legislation cannot be expected to prevent parents
from using software to attempt to control, or at least monitor their children
on-line. Rather, FAIRsite allows individual consumers, libraries, schools
and the market to act
with a new awareness rather than in the dark about
389
sexual orientation.
Currently, software rating systems often rely on endorsements
from magazines, user groups and, increasingly, from public interest
groups. 390 Software packages often carry relatively innocuous-looking
seals that are copyrighted by a company or group and can only be used by
sites and software which meet the groups' criteria or have won an award.
The program CyberSitter has won the PC Magazine Editor's Choice award
and displays the seal prominently on its Web site. Those software and
ratings systems that comply with the most fair and inclusive standards will
wear the FAIRsite seal. The FAIRsite seal will show that those filtering
386 See Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, Access Denied,Suggestions
for Industry Leaders (visited Nov. 17, 1998) <www.glaad.org/glaad/access-denied/
suggestions.html> (explaining that one suggestion to help change the filtering aoftware would
be to create a board of people from different perspectives as a good way to combat unfairness
in rating).
387 See Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, FAIRsite: A ProposalFor
Future Ratings (visited Nov. 17,. 1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/accessdenied/
fairsite.html> (outlining the FAIRsite rating system).
3 See id. (illustrating the difficulty in changing legislation in this area).
39 See Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, FAIRsite: A ProposalFor
Future Ratings (visited Nov. 16, 1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/accessdenied/
fairsite.html>.
390 See Jon Schwartz, Net Porn Ruling Aids Opposing Industries,S.F. CHRON.,

June 27, 1998, at A7 (stating that "Focus on the Family," a religious right group, endorses
parental use of Solid Oak to restrict children's Internet access).
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software and rating systems that bear its mark are not in conflict with
GLAAD's mission. 39 1 Quickly, our rating system, like its name, derives
from elements of GLAAD's mission statement. The implementation will
fall mostly into two broad areas: a careful reading of the descriptions,
documentation, Web site and packaging of the software or ratings system,
and the testing of each system against a benchmark set of sites and content
to examine just how each system compares. The benchmark set itself will
be confidential until after the testing period is over, at which time it will be
announced along with the results.
All publicity announcements would be made with the caveat that,
in most cases, the best filtering solution is no filtering software at all, but
the favorably-ranked software at least meets GLAAD's FAIRsite criteria.
Just very briefly, our criteria are as follows: 1. Fair. The software system
does not treat lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender-related material
differently from similar non-gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender-related
material. Furthermore, the software system does not allow for specific
tracking of lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender-related material nor
encourage full tracking and resulting "fishing expeditions." Criteria
number 2 is Accurate. The software or the ratings system does not
describe or rate or block material for any gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender-related subject area based on uninformed or outdated
concepts, such as rating sites that "recruits" gays, sites which "endorse a
lifestyle." Finally, criteria 3 is Inclusive. The software or the system
should allow the current year's benchmark sites to be read by appropriate
age categories for those sites which are age specific. Let me just conclude
by saying that the future of the cyber liberties fight may well be centered
around blocking software. GLAAD intends to play an active advocacy
role in it. Thanks again. Our full report is available on our Web site.
MS. STROSSEN: Next we have Barry Steinhardt, President and CEO of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

391See generally Gay

and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, About GLAAD

(visited Nov. 16, 1998) <http://www.glaad.org/glaad/ about.html> (outlining GLAAD's general
mission statement).
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Barry Steinhardt

MR- STEINHARDT: Let me start with a commercial: www.eff.org is the
URL for the Electronic Frontier Foundation.3 92 Also, although Microsoft
doesn't currently own Sun Microsystems, it's just a matter of time. One
thing that Joan Bertin said struck home for me. It's just been a
nanosecond between the discussion of user empowerment group blocking
software and its introduction in public institutions like libraries and
schools. What I will try to do, as the last formal speaker of the day, is to
bring the two panels together and talk about the intersection of the move
towards blocking and rating software and the changes imposed on the
architecture of the Internet itself 93 Ironically, I believe the proposed
changes to the architecture of the Internet are motivated by a fear of
governmental regulation and will result in more governmental
involvement.
Let me start by talking about the so-called parental power of the
filtering and blocking software. I think most advocates of free speech on
the Internet would say they are not categorically opposed to the notion of
parents or other end users being able to employ software on their own
computers by their own choice which block and filter, but it is important
to understand what that software does. This software largely blacklists.
They are not rating systems for the entire World Wide Web or entire
Internet, they are blacklists.3 94 They are sites which have been chosen to
be blocked by a variety of criteria. Whether it is keywords or whether it is
a third party examining the sites for their content and making a decision

392"The Electronic Frontier Foundation, is a non-profit, non-partisan organization
working in the public interest to protect fundamental civil liberties, including privacy and
freedom of expression, in the arena of computers and the Internet. EFF was founded in 1990,
and is based in San Francisco, California, with offices in Washington, DC, and New York City."
Electronic Frontier Foundation, About Eff (visited Nov. 22, 1998) <http://www.eff.org/
EFFdoes/about
eff.html>.
393
See Andrew L. Shapiro, The Danger ofPrivate Cybercops,N.Y. TIMEs, Dec.

4, 1997, at A31 (describing PICS as a system that will change the architecture of the Internet).
394
See id. (stating that makers of this software will not reveal what sites have been
blacklisted).
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about whether they should be blocked,395 the industry that has promoted
and provided software that has, to a large extent, misled consumers about
the software.
Blacklisting is accomplished in a number of ways. First issue,
already referenced here this morning, is that most of those companies do
not disclose either the blacklists or the criteria for the selection of the
blacklists. Secondly, the products have largely been sold on the premise
they are blocking out pornography and smut on the Internet. 396 The truth
is they are both over and underinclusive. They are underinclusive because
fail to block out a great deal of sexual material.39 7 Because the Internet is
so vast and ever changing, it is essentially impossible to block everything
out. They are overinclusive because they are blocking non-sexual sites, as
you have heard, including the American Association of University Women
and the Quaker Web site, which is the subject of the suit in Loudoun
County.398 As a result, I don't think most of this software empowers
parents. In fact, I think it disempowers them. It blocks them from the
richness of the Internet and it does so in ways they will never know and
never be able to know.
But having said that, let me suggest that the attention that has been
focused on this end-user based software, the software you install, is
misplaced. The larger issue are the proposals to change the very
architecture of the Internet to facilitate a system of so-called
self-regulation, so-called voluntary blocking and filtering of content on the
Internet, and that change in the architecture of the Internet will be far more
consequential than the individual programs that the end users may choose
395See Susan Saulny, Civil Libertarian Watch Library Board's New Internet
Policy, WASH. POST (Weekly-Va.), July 31, 1997, at V1 (reporting on Microsystems' efforts to
eliminate the problems of overinclusiveness).
396
See John Schwartz, You Know There's Stuff on the Internet That Your Kid
Probably Shouldn't See. How Much Can Filtering Software Do - And What Else Can You
Do On Your Own?, WASHINGTON POST, Jan. 30, 1998, at N37 (stating that software companies
argue that the installation of their screening software will prevent your child from finding "smut"
on the Internet).
397
See Eric B. Schoch, ParentalControls; Keeping Track of Where Children
Cybersurf,INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Aug. 4, 1997, Business, at 10 (arguing that rapid changes to the
Internet prevent
a program from successfully blocking all pornographic sites).
398
See MainstreamLoudoun, 2 F. Supp. 2d at 783.
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to use.39 9 Specifically what I am talking about is the growing and
widespread acceptance of PICS. PICS was and is a labeling standard that
was adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium, which is an industry
standard setting body.400 The original concept behind PICS was it would
be built into browsers, Microsoft's browser or Netscape's browser, and
it would provide an empty vessel into which a multitude of third party
rating systems would be poured. Usually the examples given are
everything from the Christian Coalition to the ACLU. If you had a
browser that was PICS compatible, you would be able to choose which of
the rating systems best reflected your values. PICS is now built in, I
should say, to the Microsoft browser and Netscape has agreed to build it
into their next version.
The problem is that PICS was built on a false premise, the false
premise being that there would be a multitude of third party rating
systems. In fact, there are not. There is one self-rating system, which I
will talk about in a moment, and there are four or five attempts that have
been made to rate the Internet, all of them have largely the same construct,
so there really isn't much choice in terms of philosophy. Moreover, they
have all been incomplete because the Intemet is so vast and ever-changing.
The best example of that was a product called Net Shepherd, which
claimed it rated 90 percent of the English language Web sites, but when
put to a test, they had to back off from that claim, which is not surprising,
given the millions of pages that are available on the World Wide Web.
The problem of PICS having been based on this false premise, that there
would be the multitude of third party rating systems, has now morphed.
It has morphed into a system of governmental blocking and governmental
control.40 ' In the latest generation of PICS, PICS 1.1, PICS has been
...
JupiterCommunications Report, DIGITAL KIDS REPORT, Mar. 1, 1996 (stating
that "Netscape Communications, Microsoft Corp., America Online, and most every major
Internet software developer has agreed to build PICS-compatible add-ons into their software in
1996.").
"0Web Consortium Endorses PICS to Filer Internet Content, NEWSBYTES, Dec.
4, 1996. PICS "empowers any individual, or organization, to develop their own rating systems,
distribute labels for Internet content and create standard label-reading software and services,
giving the user customized access to Internet content." Id.
401
See Electronic Frontiers Australia, The Net Labeling Delusion: Protection or
Oppression (visited Nov. 7, 1998) <http://rene.efa.org.au/liberty/labeIl.html> ("Governments
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constructed so that entire domains, entire sections of the Internet can be
blocked based on URLs.40 2 That means, for example, the Chinese
government can block out everything in the domain '.gov', signifiying it is
the U.S. Government, or it can block out anything from Taiwan. It has
also morphed into a system for blocking Internet access on the basis of
keywords in URL so that words like "sex" or words like "political
prisoner" can be blocked out.
PICS has become, in fact, an instrument for government control
of the Internet. We are already seeing this in nations around the world
who propose to use PICS in connection with the self-rating system I
mentioned, such as in the United Kingdom. We have been told by officials
that there has been a great deal of interest in PICS in some of the more
repressive nations around the world, particularly the Chinese, and I hate
to be picking on them, but they are out ahead of some of their
neighbors.4 °3 So it has become this instrument of governmental control
and we are beginning to see the proposals even here in the U.S. to use
PICS and rating systems as instruments of government control.4 °4 The
...are becoming enthused about filtering technology."); see also Family FriendlyInternet
(visited Nov. 6, 1998) <http://www.whitehouse.gov/WHlNew/Ratings/> (discussing the current
Administration's support for Internet censorship laws).
402 See World Wide Web Consortium, Platformfor Internet Content Selection
(visited Nov. 6, 1998) <http://www.w3.org/PICS/#FAQ> ("PICSRules is a language for
expressing filtering rules (profiles) that allow or block access to URLs based on PICS labels that
describe those URLs.").
403
See FiltersCould Cause Choking of the Net, COMPtERGRAM INT'L, June 3,
1998 (illustrating how the China Internet Corporation, a company backed by Xinhua News
Agency, the state-run news agency of the Chinese government, regulates the intemet by closing
off most of the internet and only accepting approved content on its servers).
404See generally H.R. 3177, 105th Cong., 2d Sess. (1998) (requiring "the
installation of a system for filtering or blocking matter on the Internet on computers in schools
and libraries"); S. 82, 110th Gen. Assembly, Reg. Sess. (Ind.1998) (mandating the installation
and maintenance of "functioning filtering software on computers located in the public library");
S.230, Ky. 1998, Reg. Sess. (Ky. 1998) (mandating that "[e]ach local school district and school
shall utilize the latest available filtering technology"); S. 585, 80th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Minn. 1998)
(requiring pornography blocking software for schools); S. 1587, N.C. Sess. of 1998 (N.C. 1998)
(requiring filtering software on public library computers); S.3329, 100th Gen. Assembly, Reg.
Sess. (Tenn. 1998) (advocating, among other things, a system like PICS); H.R. 348, Va. 1998
Sess (Va. 1998) (intending to "[e]ncourage and facilitate the use of screening and filtering
software programs").
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vanguard of that, of course, has been in the libraries and in the schools,
because it is sold to us as protecting children. 40 5 But that's not where it's
going to end. It's not going to end in the schools. It's going to end with
both Internet service providers and others building PICS and other rating
schemes into their proxy servers and browsers upstream from the users,
and it's also going to result in calls of the kind that we have already heard.
For example, some in the industry have called for mandatory self-rating to
be enforced by law.406 That will require you to rate or you will get
blocked. If you do rate, and you misrate, according to whatever the
definition of misrating is, you are prosecuted.40 7 Senator Murray of
Washington State at one point was openly suggesting that possibility for
a law here in the United States.40 8
I will say two things in closing. First, it is important to understand
there is an intersection between the so-called voluntary systems of
regulation and government control. The reality is that rather than
discouraging more government regulation here in the U.S., they are going
to be creating the road map towards the next round of government
regulation. 409 We already see that in the bill in the Senate that proposes
requiring filtering for schools that receive funds.410 We will continue to
see that in increased calls for mandatory use of third party rating systems.
Lastly, I will close by asking to you imagine a scenario, and I suspect those
411
See S. REP. No. 105-226, at 2 (1998) (stating that "[tihe purpose of the bill is

to protect American children from exposure to harmful material while accessing the Internet
from a school40or
library.").
6
See Safesurf, Inc., Online CooperativePublishingAct: SafesurfsProposalfor
a Safe Internet without Censorship (visited Nov. 8, 1998) <http://www.safesurf.com/
online.htm> (calling for a "penalty for a first offense of failing to label or mislabeling material
harmful to minors").
407
See id. Publishers who recklessly mislabel may be criminally prosecuted for
subverting a rating system to entice children to harmful material. The mislabeling must be to
the extent that it is completely unreasonable to accept it as accurate." Id.
408See Sen. Patty Murray, Give Parents Tools to Monitor Internet, SEATTLE
TIMES, July 23, 1997, at B5 (outlining "a Childsafe Internet proposal").
409See Sen. Dan Coates, Limiting Children's Access to Smut on the Internet,
INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Nov. 25 1997, at A19 (stating that his new legislation had been "carefully
tailored" to the Supreme Court opinion that declared his old legislation unconstitutional).
410
See S. REP. No. 105-226, at 8 (1998) (citing the Spending Power as justification
for requiring filtering or blocking software in schools and libraries).
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of you who have had a few weeks in Professor Strossen's class will know
instantly that this is quite farfetched. But here is the scenario. Let's
assume that all of the publishers of print - magazines, newspapers, books
- get together and they decide to form a consortium, let's call it PICS, the
Print Information Content Selection Consortium. They decide that all
books, all magazines, all newspapers, all hand bills, anything printed is
going to have to be rated using a labeling standard developed by this body
called PICS. Then what happens is they prevail upon those companies that
provide finding aids for print materials, such as newspapers, periodicals,
et cetera, to build in the rating system into these finding aids, and to block
out, refuse to report upon anything that is not rated. Then the government
comes along and it says, from now on, we are going to require that the
PICS labeling system be used in all public libraries and all schools. Then
there is some high profile incident and a child is exposed with some
terrible consequence to sexually explicit material and they decide, well, it's
not enough that it is in schools and libraries, it's going to have to be in
homes because we can't trust parents to really carefully monitor what their
children read. After all, there is too much material out there, the parents
are not home all of the time, so what we are going to do is require the
PICS system for every book, every newspaper that is published. Either
you use it or you can't publish. Either you use it and use it correctly or
you will be punished. Let me suggest to you that that is, at best, a
farfetched scenario. In the print world context, no one would ever accept
that scenario. Anybody who is taking constitutional law knows in the first
few weeks that that scenario clearly is unconstitutional, 411 no one with any
credibility would propose it, but it is exactly the scenario that is now
unfolding with respect to the Internet,412 and it is the greatest irony in light
of the Supreme Court decision in the Reno case holding that speech on the

411 See U.S. CONST. amend. I (stating that Congress shall make no law abridging
the freedom of
the press).
412
See generally Jonathan Weber, Web Ratings are Next Issue in Battle Over Net

Censorship, L.A. TIMEs, Aug. 4, 1997, at DI (stating that, although there would be no law
requiring Web sites to use PICS labeling system, many free speech advocates worry that the
labeling system will in effect force Web sites to rate their pages or forgo access to many readers
since rating proponents are already urging major search services such as Yahoo! not to index any
unrated sites).
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Internet is entitled to the same protection as the printed world.413 Thank
you.
MS. STROSSEN: Thank you very much. I should note, Barry, since you
mentioned Larry Lessig, we have a reason to be angry at Microsoft: it is
responsible for removing Larry from our program. He had agreed to
speak here but now he is otherwise tied up with the Microsoft antitrust
litigation. Moving from the question of whether PICS is the devil or
Microsoft is the devil, I would like to give each of the panelists the
opportunity to comment or respond to anything said by any of the other
panelists. I would be delighted to hear Joan or Barry or anybody else who
is interested respond to Joe's provocative hypothetical about the library
card. Joan, I was also interested in which software program does disclose
the sites. I thought none of them did.
MS. BERTIN: "Net Nanny" says they do, I believe. I want to start with
some observations and thoughts I had while I listened to the panelists
speak. The first is, the Internet doesn't create any problems, it just
presents them in a new venue. One of the panelists mentioned the
Holocaust deniers and their sites, and the fact that kids could come across
that information on the Internet and believe it. But kids don't believe
everything they read in the National Enquirer. There are lies and frauds,
and I am not saying the National Enquirer does any of this, but lies and
frauds are perpetrated in print, film and many other ways. We assume
children learn from experience at an early age not to believe everything
they read and hear, and certainly that is a lesson that needs to be imported
into the Internet. This is not a reason to delegate authority to somebody
else to decide what is and isn't true, and what should be blocked Out. 4 14 I
413 See Robert S. Peck & Ann K. Symons, Kids Have First Amendment Rights,
Too, AM. LmR., Sept. 1, 1997, at 64 (stating that the Supreme Court's decision guarantees that
speech on the Internet receives that same constitutional protection afforded to newspapers and
books); see also Timothy C. Barmann, FilteringNot the Answer to Indecency, PROVIDENCE J.
BULL, July 6, 1997, at D2 (stating that the Supreme Court has ruled that the Internet deserves
the same First Amendment freedoms given to newspapers and other publications).
414 See generally David Hartman, Libraries: Public Computers Become
Battleground for Access Questions, CFI. TRM., Dec. 21, 1997, at 3 (stating that the parents
must take responsibility for what their children see and read); Thomas Goetz, The CDA Next
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personally think Holocaust deniers are reprehensible, but I would not be
willing to give the right to make decisions about what is true or not true to
some third party in some rating system in order to get rid of them.
The second point that I want to address does indirectly speak to
the issue of the programmed library card: parents don't own children's
minds. Children are not chattel, they are not controlled by their parents
completely and totally.
Certainly parents have both rights and
responsibilities to guide their children through the early years, but that
does not necessarily mean that parents should be in control of everything
their children see, hear, and read. Leaving aside the fact that that is not
possible -- kids are out in the world, they learn about all kinds of things
that we as parents don't know about and probably would be shocked
about if we did - I think it is also a misguided notion. It is the obligation
of parents to help guide their children and perhaps pace their learning,
their introduction to ideas and their knowledge of the world. Eventually
they grow up, and gain full access to the world of ideas. There has to be
a gradual introduction into the realities of the world, because sooner or
later children leave home. As parents, we hope that when they do, they
are prepared to deal with what they find out there. So I am disturbed at
the prospect of a library card that would allow parents to control what kids
can access, what kids can read in the library. Frankly, as a parent, that is
horrifying to me. You wouldn't leave your six-year-old alone in the adult
section of a library without any guidance, but you would leave the
16-year-old. It's a delicate process, but a process that has to recognize the
needs of children to acquire knowledge, along with the concerns of
parents.
I have just one further observation. This morning's panel was
dominated by a discussion of pedophilia on the Internet, with the
implication that government should regulate the Internet because of the
risk posed by pedophiles. Pedophiles can get access to kids in candy
stores, in the mall, in chess clubs, in stamp clubs, et cetera. The number
of confirmed cases where the Internet facilitated pedophilia is
Time, VILLAGE VoicE, July 8, 1997, at 33 (stating that "[flor free speech advocates, the potential
danger [with PICS labeling system] lies with the powers who get to decide what bad stuff is and
who gets to see it."); Denise Caruso, PrivateEyes: Internet CensorshipProblemsExacerbated,
TULSA WORLD, Dec. 27, 1997, at E8.
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extraordinarily small, but has become the41focal
point for anxiety about this
5
new medium, and where it may take us.
MS. STROSSEN: Graham Cannon?
MR. CANNON: One of the very interesting things we are seeing
is that the way people are using the Internet is changing. A lot of
the discussion is based on the notion that people spend hours on the
computer browsing Web sites, typing in abstract search words and
seeing what comes up. The truth is that this is less and less what
happens. More and more people are finding certain sites they like,
going back to them again and again. If you want confirmation of
that, all you have to do is look at how the search engine companies
are trying to restructure themselves. They recognize in the next few
years people are not going to use them exclusively for searching the
Internet.4" 6 Users will come on line for 10 or 20 minutes a day,
find the information they need or go to the place they are familiar
with and then log off, exactly the same way they use any other
media. I recently observed a panel of kids, ages ranging from 9 to
16, talking about the Internet, and one thing that struck me was they
had no interest in accessing any of the material we discussed today.
To them it was not some salacious wonderful new place they could
access when their parents left the room. It was a useful tool, a place
to chat with friends, a place to find information. I am struck by the
notion that the Internet is about sex, sex crimes and violence. The
truth is that most people just don't see it that way.
415

See generally Steve Lohr, Parentand Child; PracticingInternetSafety on the

Internet,N.Y. TiMES, Sept. 21, 1995, at CI (stating claims that cyberspace is dominated by
pornographic or other offensive material are wildly exaggerated).
416

See generally NETSCAPE:

Netscape Delivers "My Netscape", M2

PREsswIRE, July 28, 1998 (explaining how the Netscape search engine is transforming itself into
an Internet service center that allows users to access electronic mail, search capabilities,
directories, address books, and bookmarks on a singe page).
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MR. DIAMOND: To sort of undermine my own proposal, if you have
seen the results of the last school board elections, I think 5 percent of the
parents turned out to vote for those. I have no doubt whatsoever that my
idea was ever adopted, maybe 5 percent of parents in this country would
actually take the time to figure out a way to program these things.
Having said that, I do disagree with Joan. I think that parents do
have greater rights over the development of their children. One of the
biggest problems in our society today is that -- and it is strange because I
am not very far along out of my adolescence -- many of the problems in
our society are extending from kids who have not been properly reared,
not properly supervised. That's why they are having problems in school,
that's why you are having a lot of unwed parents, a lot of children growing
up to lives of dysfunction and crime. To some extent, the Internet can
expedite that problem, sort of speed it up. I know this is going into the
Journal and will get wider coverage, but parents out there have to be
aware, they have to get involved with this medium, not to totally sterilize
it, not to totally take all of the creativity out of it, but to oversee it, to learn
how to use it as a useful tool for their children's development. If they
don't, it is going to be another vast wasteland like TV, there's going to be
mainly crap on it, and it will be the biggest time-waster that technology has
ever devised. I don't think anybody wants it to be that. Thank you.
MS. STROSSEN: Jason Heffner?
MR. HEFFNER: I will be brief. I think Joan mentioned some of the
points I was going to make. We have an interesting task ahead of us at
GLAAD. Our task is similar for the Internet, as it has been for both print
media and electronic media. It's an educational one. We began our work
in 1985 when the New York Post screamed about AIDS being a gay
disease. We then went on to television representation of our community
-- and we have moved in that area very far in the last 10 years. A recent
example is found in the film, The Jackal. We were able to work behind
the scenes to get the production crew to understand that in a particular
scene in which a murder occurs, the editing made the viewer reach the
conclusion that the victim's homosexuality was the reason for his murder,
when, according to the storyline, it was his entanglement in illegal activity
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that was the cause. We have a similar task with the providers of content
for the Intemret and Internet filtering software manufacturers. We must
educate the industry about the difference between information about
sexual orientation and sexually explicit materials.
Now let me provide another example of why GLAAD's work is
so important. When I was sixteen, and finally taking the steps to confront
questions about my sexuality, I headed to the public library. I will always
be grateful to the Allentown Public Library for the information they made
available to me. Just as important, it was there that my parents went for
information. Now those books, I trust, will be on the shelves for many
years to come. But, with the application of Internet filtering software,
what we are saying is that the information will not be accessible. Not
even, quite possibly, at public libraries. It just won't be there. If this
filtering software continues to gain ground, lesbians and gay men will be
rendered invisible online. That is what we are continuing to struggle with
and that's why we are working with the ACLU and with industry
representatives. Thank You.
MS. STROSSEN: Barry Steinhardt?
MR. STEINHARDT: Let me first take up your question, Nadine. I think
the widespread use of the blocking software is based on a false premise
and that is the premise that somehow the subjective elements about the
value of speech can be quantified. We have heard a great deal about these
products. Some people compared them to food labeling. They say it is
like the label that's on a soup can.
The problem, I think, is very obvious. I am sure the scientists
would tell us that the contents of a can of soup are relatively objective,
quantifiable, and verifiable. How much sodium is in the soup is something
you can measure. Whether or not something is violent, or whether or not
something is impermissibly sexual, is not something that can be easily, I
think, at all measured and I don't think that the software is going to get any
better, Joe. I think that the manufacturers of the software face a
conundrum. First of all, they are attempting to quantify something that is
not quantifiable, and secondly, they have unlimited content to deal with on
the Internet. It's never going to be possible even to use their subjective
judgment to make decisions about the entire Internet.
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Ijust wanted to quickly pick up on the word "visible," that Jason
Heffner used, which I think is very, very important. What I fear will
happen now is not that sites like Jason's are going to become illegal on the
Internet, and Jason won't be prohibited, hopefully, from having the site on
the Internet, but he may well become invisible. He will not become
invisible because of the proposal to have the search engines which identify
unrated sites on the Internet to block out or to limit these sites, but it will
become invisible because software will block the sites for children or less
savvy users of the Internet,4 17 which basically use that software which is
handed to them by their service provider, by their software company or
people up the chain from them. So we are talking about visibility here and
that's the real risk, that we will have a sanitized Internet in which
controversial speakers will become invisible.
MR CANNON: IfI can add something. As I said in my statements, I am
a little more optimistic, based on the sort of material we have online every
day. At Time Inc. New Media we have many sites. With the coverage of
the Lewinsky scandal, there is probably nothing more explicit online than
the continuing coverage of real people and real events that parents might
be concerned about. So you can see why frankly, we would rather yank
ourselves off the Intemet than be a part of a self-rating system. We would
never agree to such a standard. If a number of other organizations do that,
I believe it will be a lot harder for a rating system to work.
MR. STEINHARDT: I think there is a great deal of truth to that. There
is no question that what Time and the Internet Content Coalition did was
put a real stake in the heart of self-rating in the United States. The RASCi
self-rating system now claims to have 61,000 Web sites.4 18 That is a
417 See Microsoft Corp., Microsoft Workshop: Security and Cryptography,
Internet Ratings (visited Nov. 16, 1998) <http://www.microsoft.com/workshop/security/
rating/ratings.asp> ("For a rating system to be useful, . . . applications[s] must deny access to
sites that are 41
unrated.').
9 See Recreational Software Advisory Council, RecreationalSoftware Advisory
Council Rates Over 50,000 Web Sites Free Voluntary System Leads the Industry in
Safeguarding the Internet for Children (visited Nov. 16, 1998) <http://www.rsac.org/
fra content.asp?onlndex=73> (announcing "that over 50,000 Internet sites have been rated
using its content-advisory system").
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pittance, a very small fraction of the Web, and they are not building up any
steam, largely because they know they won't have credibility if Time
Warner, or any other media outlet, refuses to rate. My concern is not that
you will be blocked. You will never be blocked. What I am concerned
about is the Internet has the potential, and we have already seen some of
that some potential realized, to enable people who do not have the huge
resources like Time Wamer does, to speak to audiences who self-rate, and
it is those non-mainstream speakers who will be blocked. I use the
example of the Critical Path AIDS Project. 419 This project is a small Web

site based in Philadelphia, it is a Web site about safe sex information
which is by its very nature sexual. If it's going to be effective, it has to
include sexual content and it has to be fairly graphic in order to reach the
target audience, which are young people. 420 The problem with these
systems is that the Critical Path AIDS Project may very well be, and in fact
is, blocked by some of the software. They wouldn't have the chutzpah to
block Time Warner, or it would quickly be corrected if they did. But they
have no compunction about blocking the Critical Path AIDS Project. As
the father of a 16-year-old, I want him to be able to see that. It is difficult
for him to discuss safe sex with us, his parents, and I want him to have
access to that. I think what needs to be appreciated is those decisions can
be taken away from the end user. The responsibility for installing the
software will be taken away from the user. For example, At Home, the
largest Internet provider using cable modems, is talking about installing
blocking software at the service provider's level.
MR. CANNON: I mean, as modems come into play, it will be less about
accessing the Internet and more about delivering a package of actual
programming, I think.
MS. BERTIN: As I understand the PICS technology, which Netscape and
See Critical Path AIDS Project, CriticalPathAIDS ProjectHypertextEdition
(visited Nov. 11, 1998) <www.critpath.org> (providing discussion and links to web sites
covering topics such as S&M, oral sex, and gay and lesbian youth groups).
420 See Shannon P. Duffy, Local Web Site 'Critical' in Net Decision, LEGAL
June 13, 1996, at 11 (citing Kyoshi Kuromiya as saying that at-risk teenagers
are the target audience for the Critical Path AIDS Project web site).
INTELLIGENCER,
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Microsoft have already indicated they are going to install on all their
equipment, the default would be to block anything that's not rated. Am
I right about that? That's what I have been told. When you put that
together with what Barry has been saying and what everybody concedes
is true, which is that only a teeny portion of the vast universe has, in fact,
been rated, what you basically will do is screen out, you know, 90 percent
or more of what's out there.
MS. STROSSEN: Which is exactly what the EPIC study showed.
MS. BERTIN: The study done by the Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC)indicated that around 97 percent of what was available was
blocked, and much of what was blocked was totally innocuous. 421 That's
one reason why I think PICS is incredibly threatening, if the default is to
block everything that hasn't been rated.
MR- CANNON: That is exactly the point. If you can't get Time magazine
online, what value is a rating system that is so egregious, threatening and
restrictive?
MS. BERTIN: That assumes the knowledge and ability to negotiate these
systems. It assumes people know what they are doing when they buy their
equipment. I am not sure that that is always true.
MR. STEINHARDT: It is also why I think you are correct, self-rating is
dead. You killed it by refusing to rate the most popular sites, but it is why
PICS has moved towards further reliance on third party ratings rather than
self-rating. It doesn't matter, if somebody else rates you, you are still
available, and secondly, since PICS has morphed into the system of
blocking on the basis of domain names, wild cards and URLs, that makes
it easier for more powerful entities to make decisions to block out whole
sections of the Intemet. We are going to see that particularly, not so much
421See Electronic

Privacy Information Center, FaultyFilters: How ContentFilters

Block Access to Kid-Friendly Information on the Internet (visited Nov. 16, 1998)
<http://www.epic.org/reports/filter report.html> (reporting that access to between 90 and 99
percent of Internet materials was prevented).
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in the United States, but in the rest of the world with more totalitarian
governments that are not interested in allowing their citizens access to a
broad Internet. These regimes want to be able to control it so that their
citizens 42have
very narrow access to the Internet and PICS allows them to
2
do that.
MR. CANNON: I agree with that. Again, I see a situation where any
move by PICS to select and name names will be countered quickly by
providers. Again, it is a hope that we will be one step ahead all of the
time.
MS. STROSSEN: Any further comments from the panel? We have time
for a couple of comments or questions from the audience.
MR. BURK: Dan Burk, professor of law at Seton Hall University. I
wanted to ask, and this is for any member of the panel, this is something
that came up this morning and also this afternoon. It seems to be an
underlying theme that I am wondering about in the discussion. This
morning we heard Mr. Lewis talk about how the Internet would fulfill its
promise, and Mr. Diamond was saying how it could be a vast wasteland.
I am sort of reminded of William Gibson, who said that the Street will
find its own uses for the Internet, which I understand to mean that people
will take technology, when they have the ability to do so, when they have
a choice, and use it for whatever is most valuable to them. If free means
anything, it means I have the right to watch Fred Flintstone or read
Dostoyevski. I am curious to hear the panel's response to the idea that the
Internet must become high ground or intellectually deep when that is
perhaps not necessarily what people want.
MR- DIAMOND: You raise a good point. If you are an adult, you should
422See Charles

Oliver, NationalIssue: High Tech 'sLiberatingEffect, INVESTOR'S

Bus. DAILY, Dec. 30, 1997, at Al (stating that repressive nations almost always try to restrict
the spread oftechnology as a means to maintain control over people); Andrew L. Shapiro, There
May Be Something Even Worse Than Government Regulating the Internet, SEATTLE POSTINTELLIGENCER, Dec. 5, 1997, at All (noting that PICS could be used by foreign governments
seeking to restrict infoimation that users receive).
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have the option of watching the Flintstones or reading something like
Dostoyevski. But, if you are a six or seven-year-old kid, perhaps your
parents want you to learn about music. Maybe parents want their kids to
go to the violin Web site instead of using the time to watch the Flintstones
or look at the Flintstones Web site. To some extent, parents should have
that right. I am not sure what age parents should lose that right. Is it 18,
is it when they are not minors anymore? But I think parents on that level,
on a family level, should have the option to decide what their young kids
are doing in their downtime.
Certainly, when kids are in school, the First Amendment, for all
intents and purposes, is suspended for kids, is it not? Listen, they do not
choose what they read in class, they have to follow very regimented rules
in school. To some extent, when they are out of school, too, their parents
have the ability to regiment their kids time. It is a fine line, and I don't
know exactly where it is.
MS. BERTIN: I am the parents' spokesperson here today, apparently.
Again, this is not very much different from limiting your children to half
an hour of television a day because there are a lot of other things you want
them to do. And some parents say that half-hour has to be public
television, and other parents will say pick your show. At the White
House-sponsored online summit in December, a panel of kids talked about
their at-home use of the Internet.423 Most of the kids said, 1) we don't
have a lot of time to spend cruising the Internet; 2) we very rarely trip over
something that is really disturbing; and 3), we know it when we see it. It
was very reassuring to many people in the room to hear that many kids'
approach the Internet with both knowledge and common sense.
MR. STEINHARDT: I wanted to share an anecdote here. I came home
the other day and my daughter, who is a third grader, was sitting at the
computer with a friend who is a fourth grader. They were accessing the
Internet. What they had pulled up was the Leonardo DiCaprio home page,
which I, of course, regarded as sort of frivolous. But the more I thought
423See

Bob Dart, Children Describe Dangers Found on the Internet, PATRIOT

Dec. 4, 1997, at 39 (describing the closing session of the Internet summit where kids
spoke about their experiences online).
LEDGER,
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about it, the more I recognized that this is really quite a wonderful thing
because here were these two young girls sitting there accessing the Internet
in a world where young girls are less encouraged, maybe even discouraged
from using technology that boys are using.4 24 I didn't really care whether
they were accessing the Leonardo DiCaprio home page or whether it was
Disney or the PBS home page. The point was they were learning to use
the technology.
MR. FREEDMAN: I wanted to respond to Joe and some of the points
that were made; I was very, very moved. There was a documentary on
James Baldwin some 20 or 30 years ago and it described how he walked
up the stairs at the Harlem branch of the New York Public Library and,
standing at the top of the stairs, was Arthur Schomburg, after whom the
Schomburg Research Center for Black Culture of the New York Public
Library is named. Baldwin said the whole world was opened up to him
because of the welcoming way Schomburg held out his hand to him, and
thus the resources and riches of the universe were made available to him
in that library. Baldwin described it far more eloquently. I am sorry, but
taking Joe's image, let's send Baldwin up the stairs with a book containing
the instructions from his parents as to what Schomburg can show him or
not show him. You can't limit what the kid opens his mind and his eyes
to or her mind and eyes, by limiting for use a permissible portion of the
library's holdings.
I know the head of the Allentown Public Library. There may be
parents who don't want kids to know about what they are feeling and
experiencing, and specifically, the worst thing in the world would be for
the parent to be able to keep that kid from having access to the books and
films and other information in that library that is going to speak especially
to him or her, that is going to give the kid some sense of, you know, "Are
my feelings okay?," "there is nothing wrong with me," "I am not evil," "I
am not sick." Yet a parent, with this kind of notion, would be able to
exercise that kind of control.
Lastly, a funnier circumstance than the Baldwin, which is so
424See

Steve M. Dorman, Technology andthe Gender Gap, J. OF SCH. HEALTH,

Apr. 1998, at 165 (stating that to encourage girls to use technology and narrow the gender gap,
teachers should be trained to be sensitive to promoting girls use of computers).
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touching. My wife and I are friends with a very successful movie director
and screenwriter who grew up in the Dutch Reformed Church, which he
said was about as far to the right religiously as the same group in Africa,
the Afrikaners. He had not seen a movie until he was 17 years old and his
mother was absolutely panicked that he was going to be sent from the
Dutch Reformed community in Grand Rapids, Michigan, to a Southern
Baptist summer camp where his mind would be corrupted and ruined;
which, he said, is exactly what happened. You can imagine what he was
exposed to where they were praying every day and all of the rest of it. But
nonetheless, it changed him, and it opened up a world to which he had
previously been denied access. You just can't have your parents, you can't
put a parent in charge, like a dog with a collar, and just hold on. There has
to be a point where children and parents need to explore where their minds
and heart take them.
MS. STROSSEN: Did you want to comment?
MR. DIAMOND: I agree, we are getting into this discussion on
philosophy and parenting and bringing up kids, how their minds are
shaped. I did not major in psychology, so I still have a lot of questions
myself. You raise a good point. Kids tend to take on the best and worst
qualities of their parents. If the parents are small-minded, bigoted, with
a small view of the world, very often the kids will grow up with that view.
At a certain age, society entrusts -- we don't want the government coming
in and saying that kids can see this or that, we don't want the state to do
that, but someone needs to take responsibility for the kids up to a certain
age, and then, they are on their own. Maybe 18, whatever that kid does
then, he or she is on his own, and for better or worse has to make their
own decisions for the most part. All I am saying is that to a certain age,
somebody other than a kid should be taking responsibility for the
education and the enlightenment of that child, rightly or wrongly.
MR. HEFFNER: Just a quick comment in reference to what you were
saying. Listening to this panel and the previous one, I was taken aback by
how my own comments were shockingly conservative. It is unusual for
me to be on a panel where I have the pleasure of listening to other people
who are out in front of me politically, and especially on issues such as this
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one. That is because so much of our experience at GLAAD, and so much
of the experience in the gay and lesbian community is about establishing
a beachhead. I am here because it is the issue of invisibility. For other
identified and recognized minority groups in the country, it doesn't hold.
The ethnic, religious or disabled communities just wouldn't have the
challenge of simply being on the Internet as we do.
I had another comment. I would like to see the state take more
concern for my community, to take an interest in its needs, and ensure
accurate and fair access to media such as the Internet. I would like to see
them play a role in that, yes; I would. Thank you.
MS. STROSSEN: We have come to the end of the program. I will ask,
the audience to join me in thanking our panelists.

